
ADVENTURE WORLD VI
Wind�u��Robert Löbel / D / 4:00
Everything That Moves Is Moved By Others�u��Ste-
fano Caprile & Alejandra Cano / USA / 2:07

Contrast�u���Carmen Büchner / D / 3:50
Green Out�u��Fauconnet Elsa / F / 33:21
Heute kann ich mir das nicht mehr erlauben�
u��Siegmund Skalar / D / 5:43

Sukkavartaankatu 8�u��Elli Vuorinen / FIN / 6:30

Exclusively for you: venture into undiscovered 
worlds of boundless fantasy. Expand your 
cosmos with the idea of Wind. Hold on tight 
to your hat! The world is revolving, but who 
keeps it spinning? The fi lm Everything That 
Moves Is Moved By Others provides the an-
swer to this question, at last. Blood! Weapons! 
Unadulterated violence! Experience a brutal 
battle between two adversaries in the arena 
Contrast. Everyday life equals boredom? 
Then why not do the ironing in the woods? 
The fi lm Heute kann ich mir das nicht 
mehr erlauben lets you be part of it. Green 
Out guides you through the depths of Berlin’s 
primeval forests, inviting you to experience 
the jungle in its natural splendour. Or have 
you simply received an unexpected letter and 
no longer know what the world is coming to, 
as in Sukkavartaankatu 8? This programme 
will prepare you for the unexpected.
❑ 24 April, 21:00 h, Zimmertheater
❑ 26 April, 23:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

AFTER IMAGE
Abstrakter Film�u��Birgit Hein / D / 8:38 
Model Village�u��Hayoun Kwon / F / 10:45 
Dust Breeding�u��Sarah Vanagt / B / 47:00

How tangible to us are confl icts portrayed in 
images alone? And how do these images call 
into question not only the reality of confl icts, 
but also the images themselves? Abstrakter 
Film is based on mobile phone video record-
ings of combat operations in Libya, Syria and 
Yemen, posted online as evidence. Arranged 

reimagined as ominous fantasy. Employees of 
the Cleveland water department inspect the 
city’s infrastructure as carefully and pains-
takingly as physicians would examine a sick 
patient. In Brooklyn, innercity water pollu-
tion has reached levels of abstraction that 
boggle both the eye and mind, and a stay in a 
luxurious hotel on Madison Street does not 
equate carefree Downtown abandon. At all.
❑ 25 April, 20:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

EVERYTHING THAT RISES 
MUST CONVERGE 
Omer Fast�u��D/USA / 2013 / 56:00

A hybrid documentary/fi ction fi lm which 
follows four real-life adult fi lm performers as 
they start their day at home, get in their cars 
and drive to work in a nondescript residential 
house in the San Fernando Valley in Southern 
California. In between documentary scenes, 
we also encounter several fi ctional charac-
ters whose stories revolve around the same 
residential house where the performers work. 
Shown as a grid of four simultaneous images, 
the fi lm weaves scenes of everyday life with 
moments of beauty, as well as the strange 
and absurd moments of apparent conver-
gence.
❑ 24 April, 18:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor
❑ 26 April, 18:00 h, Zimmertheater

 

FACING THE SUN
Sun Song�u��Joel Wanek / USA / 14:35 
Como crece la sombra cuando el sol declina/As 
the sun’s shadow continues to extend when it is 
setting�u��Camilo Restrepo / F / 16 mm / 11:00 

The Everden�u��Clint Enns / CDN / 16:33 
Let’s Face It - Extravios Mentales/Let’s Face it 
- Mental Wanderings�u��Miguel Jara / MEX / 8:00 

Culebra Jr.�u��Daniela D. Viteri / RA/EC / 15:00 

Sunlight is Earth’s primary source of energy. 
Life on our planet depends on it. Some of us 
worship the sun while others fear it. Sunbath-
ing is pleasurable, yet overexposure causes 
sunburn or even sunstroke. There is no escap-
ing its infl uence. As a force that will eventually 
destroy all life on Earth, the sun represents 
both existence and non-existence. The fi lms 
in FACING THE SUN refl ect on the human 
condition in labour, community, melancholy, 
madness and love.
❑ 26 April, 15:30 h, Lagerhalle

into a new collage of images and sounds, 
they start to develop their own horrors as 
afterimages. Model Village transports us to 
a place that is real, but that primarily acts as a 
projection of a community that never existed 
in that form. Dust Breeding explores the 
role played by images in reconstructing war 
crimes. Taking the example of the trial against 
Radovan Karadzic before the Hague tribunal, 
it becomes apparent how such evidence not 
only prevents the dust of history from settling, 
but also continues to stir it up.
❑ 24 April, 20:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

BEHAVIOURISM
Corrections�u��Keren Cytter / B/D / 8:00 
Wine & Spirits�u��Rachel Reupke / GB / 20:00 
Wildcard Character�u��Janina Arendt / A / 11:26 
The Advice Shape�u��Jennet Thomas / GB / 6:11 
Airplane Dance�u��Amber Bemak / USA / 16:58 

Cinematic components as plot, editing, 
image and text are strategically mixed up to 
reveal a different reality. Our trust in tradition-
al narratives is questioned through a smart 
repetition of camera-movements and actions 
in Corrections. In Wine and Spirits a wom-
an and a man are stuck in a strangely compel-
ling tragedy of manners. The drinks they are 
ordering as they pursue their courtship take 
on a supernatural presence all of their own. 
Styling of women in fashion and choreogra-
phy of pop and subcultures are turned inside 
out with a develish ironic twist in the work of 
Janina Arendt. Jennet Thomas tips everyday 
social and domestic concerns into the bizarre 
and transgressive. And our journey into 
contemporary feminist anarchy culminates in 
Airplane Dance, which manifests the magical 
aspect of failure, set in a joyful tropical idyll.
❑ 25 April, 19:00 h, Lagerhalle

BRAZIL
u��Terry Gilliam / GB / 1985 / 142:00

A minor error with a huge impact: a fl y con-
taminates a government form, sparking un-

HETERONOMY
Emil�u��Simon Steinhorst / D / 5:14
Sukupuolikas�u��Auri Mäkelä / FIN / 3:20 
Darwin‘s Dead�u��Kevin Tobin / USA / 13:00 
Priez Dieu qu‘il m‘envoie un peu de génie […]�u�
�Kristina Paustian / D / 6:45

MEIN SOHN�u��Eliza Petkova / D / 17:47
Entschuldigen Sie bitte die kurze Störung�u�
�David M. Lorenz / D / 14:00 

What are your strong points? What are your 
weaknesses? And the most important ques-
tion of all: if you were an animal, which one 
would it be? The six fi lms combine the notion 
of a heteronomous life in a normative society. 
They question what happens when people 
appear not to fi t into it. Women wear dresses 
and have long hair. In contrast, men wear 
suits and lead successful careers, don’t they? 
The quest for conformity becomes the enemy 
stereotype, and is staged in a picturesque, 
almost painful yet comic manner. After all, it 
should be up to us to decide where we give 
our fruit away. 
❑ 25 April, 14:00 h, Lagerhalle
❑ 26 April, 17:00 h, Zimmertheater

HOMEWORK
House�u��Andy Birtwistle / GB / 3:45 
Satul meu�u��Klaus Hamlescher / D / 14:08 
Stay the Same�u��Sam Firth / GB / 14:00 
Working to Beat the Devil�u��Chu-Li Shewring, 
Adam Gutch / GB / 30:00 

A seemingly effortless fl ow through time and 
memory brings us to the farthest corners of 
our homes. Andrew Birtwistle turns the interi-
or upside down, in a humorous take on classic 
television language. Satul meu – shot with a 
photo-camera over a 20 years period – muses 
on the changes of village life in the Romanian 
Carparts. Sam Firth fi lmed herself every day 
for a year at exactly the same time in exactly 
the same place on a remote Scottish penin-
sular. The environment beautifully refl ects 
her shifting moods. In Working to Beat the 
Devil, amidst the wild shapes of nature, an 
ageing scientist, troubled and confused by 
remembrances from his past, toils night and 
day to (re)discover secrets of the creation of 
life. Using fi ctional, archival and documentary 
material, the fi lm interweaves semi-biographi-
cal elements with an imagined world in which 
science becomes fi ction.
❑ 25 April, 16:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

expected incidents in a bizarrely bureaucratic 
surveillance state, soon causing a low-level 
government employee to get into absurd sit-
uations. Terry Gilliam’s homage to George Or-
well was originally going to be called “1984 
1/2”. It would not have been the only citation. 
Between Kafka and Monty Python, Aldous 
Huxley, Steampunk and Sergej Eisenstein, the 
fi lm raids half of cultural history, creating a 
visually captivating postmodern social fi ction 
comedy in which the laugh often gets stuck in 
your throat. 
❑ 25 April, 20:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

CONVERSATION (DER DIALOG) 
u��Francis Ford Coppola / USA / 1973 / 114:00 

Harry Caul is an expert surveillance man in 
San Francisco. His routine wire tapping job 
turns into a nightmare when he hears some-
thing disturbing in his recording of a couple; 
he may have captured something a lot more 
important than adulterous goings-on. His 
investigation of the tape and how it might 
be used sends Harry spiraling into a web of 
secrecy, murder and paranoia. The Conver-
sation is a harrowing psychological thriller 
that co-stars Cindy Williams, Frederic Forrest 
and Harrison Ford. It symbolises the uneasy 
line between technology and privacy – a topic 
more relevant than ever today.
❑ 26 April, 18:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

DOWN TOWN
Amassed�u��Seoungho Cho / USA / 8:10 
Songdo�u��Emilija Skarnulyte / LT / 11:00 
The Fountainhead�u��Borja Rodríguez / E / 4:40 
Sound That�u��Kevin Jerome Everson / USA / 11:40 
Gowanus Canal�u��Sarah Christman / USA / 6:40 
Madison Street�u��Rebecca Llanos / USA / 14:03 

Ever since Petula Clark‘s classic 1960’s 
paean to urbanity, Downtown has been the 
unrivalled favourite part of a city in many 
western hearts and minds. Downtown, the 
song tells us, offers instant ease of loneliness. 
Bright city lights await you and, above all, 
downtown is there for you to forget all your 
troubles and cares. The fi lms in this program 
are a far cry from such cheerful optimism. 
Down Town is where architectural structures 
explode into kaleidoscopic choreographies, a 
blind man navigates a multi-million deserted 
business district, and objectivist philosophy is 

 

INVENTORY
Here Is Everything�u��Emily Vey Duke, Cooper 
Battersby / USA / 14:00 

Andoe�u��Nina Yuen / USA / 5:52 
Cut Out�u��Simon Payne / GB / 3:33 
Dusty Stacks of Mom�u��Jodie Mack / USA / 16 mm 
/ 41:00 

Welcome to the Inventory: friendly pets from 
the future invite you to ponder the depths of 
your daily existence. The inventory is where 
sheets of paper are elegantly appropriated 
to open one window after another, and the 
artist Joe Andoe has been reinvented as 
Joan; a female artist with a new biography 
and athlete-like determination who seems 
destined for success. Finally, this is also where 
Jodie Mack stocked up on hundreds upon 
hundreds of posters, sheets of paper and 
documents to create a dazzling musical family 
history.
❑ 26 April, 22:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

LATE NIGHT WATCH
Still Life (Betamale)�u��Jon Rafman / CDN / 5:00 
The Wapiti�u��Anssi Kasitonni / FIN / 2:49 
Citizens Against Basswood�u��Jaimz & Karen As-
mundson / CDN / 3:31 

Blind date | MAMA�u��Catrine Val / LT / 6:39 
The Strange Last Voyage of Donald Crowhurst�u�
�Hugo Nadeau / CDN / 3:14 

The illmannered milkman�u��W. Eilers / NL / 14:42 
Sharing Lazy Gains�u��Mores McWreath / USA / 5:00 
Pixel Joy�u��Florentine Grelier / F / 02:09 
Tokyo�u��Dietmar Brehm / A / 10:00 
e-ruqyah�u��Arya Sukapura Putra / IDN / 2:08 
Tryna Keep They Eye On Me�u��jaymez / CDN / 6:24 
The Serpent & The Mouse�u��Nicole Rayburn / CDN / 3:31 

Are we actually still living, or have we already 
become our own avatars? A tour de force 
through the daily madness that eats into our 
rooms and brains via our screens. Red-listed 
wild animals, irate citizens, mama’s boys, how 
can we escape from ourselves? Cold infusions 
and obscure male bonding by the light of 
the camp fi re can be of no assistance. Sex 
is neither a solution, it remains static and, in 
constant repetition in the media, thus it be-
come merely part of the brainwash industry. 
Electronic prayer wheels can’t help wash away 
the guilt either; after all, the secret societies 
have long found their way to your home via 
YouTube, disguised as hip hoppers…it’s time 
to (re)think: are we the serpent or the mouse 
in this game?!
❑ 25 April, 23:30 h, Lagerhalle
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LEVEL OF EXPECTATION
a recipe for making camera-less computational 
video – American Style�u��Jolene Mok / HK / 3:45

The Gist�u��Christian Köhne / D / 6:57
Victory�u��Meyrick Kaminski / D / 1:41
a movie without the picture / ein manifest für ein 
theater ohne publikum�u��Fanti Baum / D / 13:04

Ein Abenteuer�u��Olivia von Pilgrim / D / 13:21
masturbating in my rapist(s) clothes�u��Jennifer 
Kurbjuweit / D / 06:29

Uovo al pomodoro�u��Alice Angeletti / D / 6:00
Bombay�u��Kathrin Dworatzek / D / 9:06
4 Degree Water�u��Gabriel Studerus / CH / 8:03

Alas, since zero stars cannot be awarded in 
this ”review”, I equate one star with zero, i.e. 
a fail. Boring and inconsistent, aimed purely 
at intellectuals interested in the love life of 
plants, disappointing!!1! Only in parts can 
you tell that the man could actually narrate 
if he wanted to. The unanimous acclaim her-
alded by the German bourgeois press should 
have rung warning bells before I bought the 
book. The perfect read for insomniacs, or the 
ideal furniture wobble-stopper. This book 
bored me to death. To put it bluntly: I thought 
it was stupid.
❑ 24 April, 17:00 h, Zimmertheater
❑ 25 April, 22:00 h, Lagerhalle

OBSERVATORY
Double Dawn�u��Lukas Marxt / A / 29:30 
Apapa Amusement Park�u��Karimah Ashadu / GB / 2:38 
Apicula Enigma�u��Marine Hugonnier / GB/E/BR/B / 
35 mm / 26:00 

Three fi lmmakers observe both nature and 
fi lming. Film is broken down into its basic 
elements: light, material, movement-space 
and time. Nature intensifi ed by its mechanical 
reproduction. Lukas Marxt lets light do the 
job. He stretches the tension span to its limits, 
breathtakingly revealing a vast landscape at 
the turn of night into day at a unique moment 
in time. Karimah Ashadu creates a playful shift 
in perspective, fi lming a playground in Lagos, 
Nigeria, with a self-built device that probes 
space through a rotating magnifying glass. 
Finally, in Apicula Enigma both a bee colony 
and a fi lm crew are fi lmed meticulously; as 
a result, the fi lming process is revealed, but 
the insect world doesn‘t give up its secrets. A 
voice whispers: “Nature doesn‘t tell stories”.
❑ 24 April, 16:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

SHIFTING ACTIVITIES
Journey Alpha�u��Patrick Poelchau / D / 5:09
The Diver�u��Damon Mohn / USA / 13:40
Operation Castle�u��Filip Gabriel Pudło / PL / 4:20
May On The Moon�u��Thadeusz Tischbein / D / 4:48
Ein Yoga Video�u��Alexander Pascal Forré / D / 20:08
Blast of Silence�u��Aurélien Doyen / BE / 7:45

The mediaisation of life is changing our per-
ception, particularly when it comes to detail 
and context. We try to escape from the glut of 
images by categorising them. But what if the 
images viewed differ to what we are used to, 
and the weak-willed character of a computer 
game suddenly takes on human features or 
the only response to the explosions of an 
atomic bomb is the game-immanent descrip-
tion of the image? Automated processes of 
perception are breached in these fi lms. New 
ways of thinking and nexuses emerge.
❑ 25 April, 17:00 h, Zimmertheater
❑ 26 April, 14:00 h, Lagerhalle

SHIFTING CONSTELLATION
Jabal Hadroh�u��Otty Widasari / IDN / 9:20
Doa Gajayana (Gajayana Prayer)�u��Bayu Bergas / 
IDN / 4:28

Videohijab�u��Krisna Murti / IDN / 5:00
Pilgrim�u��B.W. Purba Negara / IDN / Super 8 / 3:00
Seclusion (Pingitan)�u��Orizon Astonia  / IDN /14:00
After A Third of the Night (Lewat Sepertiga 
Malam)�u��Orizon Astonia / IDN / 17:00

Flaneur #3�u��Aryo Danusiri / IDN / 4:40

Experimental fi lms and videos about Islam in 
Indonesia, curated by Rizki Lazuardi. Shifting 
Constellation presents recent pictures of 
Islam in Indonesia. Six experimental fi lms 
and videos try to depict how society reacts to 
new opportunities and threats according to 
their belief. Some videos show local values 
translating ready-made technologies into a 
new divine function. Other works indicate that 
these values are slowly losing their identity as 
new developments penetrate society.

Curated by Rizki Lazuardi
❑ 26 April, 21:00 h, Zimmertheater
❑ 27 April, 14:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

TERRITORIAL DRIFT
sea series 9/11/12/13�u��John Price / CDN / 35 mm 
/ 11:00 

Fort Morgan�u��Alexander Stewart / USA / 23:00 
Los Andes�u��C. León, J. Cociña / RCH / 04:02 
Let Us Persevere in What We Have Resolved Before 
We Forget�u��Ben Russell / USA/Palestine / 20:00 

When observing a landscape closely and 
with intent, what appears familiar at fi rst will 
often transform into something altogether 
different. Enter the many moods and sur-
facing memories at the ocean’s shore in sea 
series 9/11/12/13. Territorial Drift is 
a free form programme about change and 
perception. In Fort Morgan old truths give 
way to new, crystalline ideologies that grow, 
age and petrify. A primal spirit breed invades 
and utterly transforms an offi ce room in Los 
Andes. Interventions in natural states often 

 

OFFSTAGE
Stimme�u��Katarina Zdjelar / NL / 17:00 
Die Wüste wächst�u��Kai Welf Hoyme / D / 3:28 
state-theatre #6 MÖNCHENGLADBACH�u��Daniel Köt-
ter, Constanze Fischbeck / D / 46:09 

Our voice does not only stand for individual 
expression. In fact, the way in which, and 
where, we are audible to others is crucial in 
deciding the role we play as social beings. In 
Stimme we observe a speech therapist and 
her client practicing “her” pitch of voice. In 
Die Wüste wächst the town falls into men-
acing wasteland, expanding unstoppably. 
Gestures comment upon and accompany 
spaces that become deserted, like the last 
actors leaving the stage, one after the other. 
State Theatre #6: Mönchengladbach 
resumes a series of cinematic examinations of 
the theatre as architecture and an institution. 
What artistic and social role does theatre 
play nowadays? Has it become obsolete as a 
place of critical practice and been replaced 
completely by the consumption spectacle? 
An infi ll site is transformed into a stage and 
the project of a new public.
❑ 24 April, 14:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

OPEN YOUR EYES
Man kann nicht alles auf einmal tun, aber...y�
u��Marie Elsa Squaldo / CH / 15:00 

Close The Lid Gently�u��Ariana Gerstein / USA / 4:55 
Merciful, Wonderful�u��Cecilia Järdemar, Alava-
nou Loukia / GR / 4:39 

Bu Anı Hisset/Feel This Moment�
u��Zafer Topaloglu / EAT/TR / 9:40 

PATCH�u��Gerd Gockell / D / 3:20 
Black Rectangle�u��Rhayne Vermette / CDN / 1:30 
Minimal Vandalism�u��Kay Walkowiak / A / 4:00 
Exterior Extended�u��Siegfried A. Fruhauf / A / 9:00 
Cremer�u��D. Leister, L. Harris / GB / 16 mm / 7:00 
Fe26�u��Kevin Jerome Everson / USA / 7:21 
end, end, end�u��Jonathan Rattner / USA / 8:46 

You can’t see everything at once, but you 
can try…to quote the fi rst fi lm somewhat 
differently. But don’t Close the Lid too early 
else you’ll miss a Merciful Wonderful pro-
gramme that makes you Feel this Moment 
and puts you in the midst of a Patch where 
Black Rectangles and Minimal Vandalism 
lead to the Exterior Extended where we 
follow two gentlemen in the City of Cleve-
land executing their illegal work as a basic 
survival tactic to end, end, end in the great 
wide open nature of thoughts, memories and 
emotions.
❑ 23. April, 22:00 h, Lagerhalle

lead to their decline, but priests on the Pacifi c 
Island of Tanna believe conducting rituals 
based on messiah John Frum‘s prophecy will 
preserve their history.
❑ 24 April, 17:30 h, Lagerhalle

THAT’S SEXPLOITATION! 
u��Frank Hennenlotter / USA / 2013 / 136:00

A visual history of over 40 years of sex in 
cinema (1930-1970)! It features rare and lost 
clips from vintage “adults only” feature fi lms, 
shocking short subjects, quaint coin drop 
arcade loops, naughty stags and smokers, 
and graphic sex educationals from days gone 
by! Archival footage shows the many genres 
that developed over the years; including 
the early sex hygiene and drug scare fi lms, 
glamour, panties and pasties, pretty pin-ups, 
goona-goona exotica, nudist camp classics, 
striptease and burlesque, art house cinema, 
nudie cuties, roughies, sexy psychedelia and 
tying things up with the pre-hardcore white 
coaters. Your guides for this seldom seen side 
of American fi lm history are The Mighty Mon-
arch of Exploitation Film, David F. Friedman 
and cult movie director Frank Henenlotter 
(“Basket Case”, “Frankenhooker”).
❑ 25 April, 22:45 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

THE FUTURISTS
Laborat�u��Guillaume Cailleau / D / 21:00 
Handful of Dust�u��Hope Tucker / USA / 8:48 
The Sun Experiment (Ether Echoes)�u��Elise Flor-
enty, Marcel Türkowsky / D/F/UA / 43:20 

In Laborat a cinematic experimental set-up, 
commented on soberly, accompanies a real 
laboratory situation. Research is explored, 
medical images and editing cinematically 
duplicated. The scientifi cally based promise 
of a better, healthier future is connected back 
to the here and now of experimentation. 
Handful of Dust investigates the traces of 
American nuclear tests from the 1950s and 
60s in feature fi lm footage from the same 
time. The essentially American landscape 
of the “Wild West” is re-exposed and read 
afresh as a perpetual warning. The Cold War, 
which spurred on work towards progress 
on both sides of the Iron Curtain, is also the 
point of origin in The Sun Experiment. In this 
case, however, the actors fall into a state of 
consciousness, in do-it-yourself style and by 
dint of mysterious gadgets and aids, in which 
the utopian social experiments of the past are 
relived as in a waking dream, and updated.
❑ 25 April, 17:30 h, Lagerhalle

PERFECTLY OUT OF TIME
Tanz Für Hanz - Eine Hommage An Hans Fischinger�
u��Thomas Kneff el / D / 1:56

untitled_7�u��Daniel Dominguez Teruel / D / 4:50
Trolley Case�u��Moritz Hüttner / D / 3:52
Intelligent Falling�u��Mateusz Fabis / PL / 3:53
Laufzeit�u��Nicolas Gebbe / D / 2:16
Minimal�u��Alexander Nowak / D / 25:00
Ketsujiru Juke�u��Sawako Kabuki / J / 2:57
WipeOut�u��Amine Berrada / F / 6:59

Beat.beat.beat.beat.
if you. can. just start. right now. never again.
or run!
pause and pause and pause, and don’t listen 
– break. long break and freeze.
keep whispering. whatwhat? happened!
to the bridge! to the chorus!
anditrollsandrollsandrolls – stop – head on the 
table
go nuts minimal – forget maximum
fade out
❑ 24 April, 23:30 h, Lagerhalle
❑ 27 April, 19:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

PRIVATE VIEW
Please Relax Now�u��Vika Kirchenbauer / D / 10:31 
Party�u��Juan Jose Herrera / MEX / 2:20 
Wantee�u��Laure Prouvost / GB / 15:00 
The Buried Alive Videos�u��Roee Rosen / IL / 36:00 

Can the movie experience truly be partici-
patory? Please Relax Now conceptualises a 
radical proposal as to how the cinema can be 
activated as a place of collective and intimate 
projections. Whilst Party dramaturgically 
charges everyday occurrences in an ironic 
gesture and infl ates into a ruction, WANTEE 
develops an entire artist’s biography from 
apparently random material and found foot-
age. With a visible enjoyment of the fantastic, 
the narrator combines artistic creation, family 
relationships and juicy anecdotes to make 
a subversive anti-portrait. In episodes, The 
Buried Alive depicts the zombie-like yet 
radical actions of a fi ctitious group of Russian 
artists who have migrated to Israel. A political 
masked ball that – entirely in the tradition of 
Soviet unoffi cial art – celebrates the absurd 
poetry of everyday life and the ridiculous 
sublimity of the story.
❑ 24 April, 22:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

THE ORDER OF THINGS
Birds�u��Ulu Braun / D / 15:00 
Avant la nuit/Before Night Falls�u��Chiara Cate-
rina / B / 2:48 

Von der Ordnung der Gesellschaft�u��Alexander 
Lorenz / D / 12:30 

Sieben Mal am Tag beklagen wir unser Los und 
nachts stehen wir auf, um nicht zu träumen / 
Seven times a day we mourn our fortune & at 
night we get up to avoid our dreams�u��Susann 
Maria Hempel / D / 18:00 

The Plastic Garden�u��Yuk-Yiu IP / HK / 12:00 
Above Them The World Beyond�u��Andrew Kötting / 
GB / 13:13 

Wild birds have to adjust in and with an urban 
world for which they are not made and which 
was not made for them, but for people in 
order to give themselves and others structure 
and order. Before night falls, the inmates of 
the prison in Europe’s capital city gather for 
the fi nal roll call of the day; ordinary citizens 
are subject to the same rules that apply here, 
but their ‘surveillance’ is (as yet) self-imposed. 
How do we live in a world that is gradually 
revealing itself to be an abstract construct, 
meaning that we often only perceive it via 
ersatz images or pictures – detached from 
the original context? Kafkaesque nightmares 
turn out to be true horror stories in the media 
which, under close scrutiny, often show no 
signs of moral rules any longer. The world 
appears to be drifting off in our own imagina-
tion before our very eyes.
❑ 26 April, 17:30 h, Lagerhalle

THX 1138
u��George Lucas / USA / 1971 / 88:00

George Lucas goes “1984”: produced as an 
extended version of a short fi lm by the fi lm 
student George Lucas, who later went on to 
create “Star Wars”, the fi lm is a gloomy vision 
of the future of a uniform populace moni-
tored by a totalitarian regime where sex is 
forbidden. Incidentally, THX 1138 was the fi rst 
feature fi lm Francis Ford Coppola produced 
for his company “American Zoetrope” in 
1971. Walter Murch was involved in writing 
the script, and was partly responsible for “The 
Dialogue”. The music was in Lalo Schifrin’s 
hands.
❑ 24 April, 22:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor
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TONIGHT AND THE PEOPLE
u��Neil Beloufa / �F/USA / 2013 / 80:00 

In an imaginary Los Angeles, a bunch of cow-
boys, a group of activists, three hippies, four 
teenagers and a few gangsters are waiting 
for a major event that is supposed to happen 
tonight. In the meantime, they talk about their 
values, dreams, ideal lovers, and about how 
politics affect their lives. With sitcom-like fl at 
lights, deliberately artifi cial settings, recorded 
depthless voices uttering edited dialogues 
from previous interviews, stereotyped cast 
and mechanical acting, nothing strays out 
of line, life has deserted the place, leaving 
physical shells to their fate as puppets. Real-
ism turns into fancy. Because the apocalypse 
all the characters are waiting for has already 
happened, and we are actually in Hell.
❑ 25 April, 19:00 h, Zimmertheater
❑ 26 April, 16:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

VANISHING POINTS
Acrobat�u��Eduardo Menz / CDN / 29:00 
Hacked Circuit�u��Deborah Stratman / USA / 15:10 
The Inner and Outer Vanishing Point�u��Cameron 
Gibson / USA / 20:00 

A panorama of contemporary daily obses-
sions. How can we arm ourselves against 
unknown but suspected threats? The line 
between public and private has never been 
as unclear. In six odd and intimate scenes, 
Acrobat shows how our identities and desires 
are intensifi ed by ways of modern communi-
cation technologies. Deborah Stratman found 
a strong multi-layered metaphor for current 
revelations about the NSA in the stagecraft 
of a Foley artist. Reproducing the sounds for 
Francis Ford Coppola‘s espionage master-
piece “The Conversation” (screened in the 
program of EMAF), thematic parallels with a 
pervasive climate of government surveillance 
are being drawn. The poetic observations of 
Cameron Gibson detect a generalised par-
anoia and the obsession with security in the 
otherwise so genial US countryside.
❑ 26 April, 20:30 h, Lagerhalle

to anyone at all times via an app, or is it the 
case that shared knowledge is designed 
to prevent or level critical responses we’ve 
developed ourselves. Does the individual and 
independent thought ultimately fall by the 
wayside when nothing remains concealed in 
the clouds any longer? „Nothing can protect 
us from the gaze of others“, the protagonist 
in Un truc formidable helplessly states. 
Big Brother is even present in the bedroom. 
When tech companies start to beef up our 
brain potential and the server goes on strike 
during the memory transfer, then we will have 
reached the 4th dimension: Hello World J
❑ 26 April, 19:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

WETUBE - CLIPS AROUND 
THE WORLD
Pick Up Motorz�u��The Youngrrr / RI / 1:08 
Full of Fire�u��Rhayne Vermette / CDN / 2:53 
Defender�u��Megan Mock, Adrian Avila / USA / 2:21 
Homme�u��Mario Ashkar / USA / 2:17
The Awakening�u��Xavier Ameller, Ghislain 
Devaulx / F / 4:40 

runtime error�u��Sandra Araújo / P / 4:12 
Rinkaku�u��Keita Kurosaka / J / 6:47 
Bookville�u��Marjatta Oja, Dave Berg / FIN / 3:58 
We Lost a friend to religion�u��Valentin Far-
kasch / A / 3:13 

The Revolution Will Not Be Televised�u��Jan Reh-
winkel / D / 2:45 

Abwesen�u��Gerald Zahn / A / 3:04 
Fear & Delight�u��Naren Wilks / GB / 3:20 
Goodbye�u��Karin Fisslthaler / A / 2:38 
HEX�u��Stefan & Benjamin Ramírez Pérez / D / 4:54 
Play this at my funeral�u��Tellervo Kalleinen, 
Niina Lehtonen-Braun / FIN / 3:40 

Blotto 649�u��Mike Maryniuk / CDN / 2:34 
guy not sure what he is doing with his life 
playing accordion�u��Sean F. Conway / USA / 
2:45 

MeTube: August sings Carmen “Habanera”�u��Daniel 
Moshel / A / 4:00 

Video clips are, and are set to remain, the 
testing ground for new innovative combina-
tions of images and sounds. Originally de-
vised as short fi lms to cinematically transform 
pieces of music, usually by record companies 
seeking to boost the songs’ sales, nowadays 
they are posted online as fi lmic messages. 
You cannot always tell straight away whether 
the video or the sound is the starting point 
for the clip. What is more important is that 
feelings, zeitgeist, messages and, of course, 
the music can be seen and heard by many.
❑ 26 April, 22:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor

 

BREAKING THE FRAME 
u��Marielle Nitoslawska / USA / 2012 / 100:00

Breaking The Frame is a feature-length 
documentary portrait of the New York artist 
Carolee Schneemann. A pioneer of perfor-
mance and body art as well as avant-garde 
cinema, Schneemann has been breaking the 
frames of the art world for fi ve decades, in a 
variety of mediums, challenging assumptions 
of feminism, gender, sexuality and identity.
Utilising a rich variety of fi lm and hi-defi nition 
formats, Breaking The Frame can be descri-
bed as a kinetic, hyper-cinematic intervention, 
a critical meditation on the relation of art to 
the physical, domestic and conceptual as-
pects of daily life and on the attributes of me-
mory. It uses Schneemann’s autobiographical 
materials to narrate the historic upheaval 
within Western art in post-war America.
The fi lm captures Schneemann in her own 
words, images and refl ections, at work, at 
home, in the studio, and interweaves extensi-
ve fi lm excerpts from her groundbreaking fi lm 
work in both super 8 and 16mm with docu-
mentation of historic performances and more 
recent museum commissions and exhibitions.
❑ 24 April, 15:30 h, Lagerhalle

CAT’S CRADLE
u��Stan Brakhage / USA / 1959 / 6:00

Sexual witchcraft involving two couples and a 
“medium” cat. ( Cinema 16)

 

WINDOW WATER BABY MOVING
u��Stan Brakhage / USA / 1959 / 16mm / 12:00

‚... Brakhage‘s treatment of the birth of his 
daughter. Here he unleashes the full power 
of his technique, so apt to become abstractly 
unintelligible when left to his own devices, 
on a specifi c subject. The result is a picture 
so forthright, so full of primitive wonder and 
love, so far beyond civilisation in its accep-
tance that it becomes an experience …‘ - 
Archer Winston, NY Post.

VIET FLAKES 
u��USA / 1965 / 16mm / 10:00 

This dense and aggressive work consists of 
war images from Vietnam accompanied by a 
sound collage by James Tenney. The images 
were gathered by Schneemann from foreign 
magazines and newspapers over a fi ve-year 
period. 

PLUMB LINE
u��USA / 1968-71 / S-8mm on 16mm / 15:00

The dissolution of a relationship unravels 
through visual and aural equivalences. 
Schneemann splits and recomposes actions 
of the lovers in a streaming montage of 
disruptive permutations: 8 mm is printed as 
16 mm, moving images freeze, frames recur 
and dissolve until the fi lm bursts into fl ames, 
consuming its own substance.

 FUSES 
u��USA / 1965 / Self-shot fi lm on 16mm / 25:00

A silent fi lm of collaged and painted sequen-
ces of lovemaking between Schneemann and 
her then partner, composer James Tenney; 
observed by her cat, Kitch. „... It is different 
from any pornographic work that you‘ve ever 
seen – that‘s why people are still looking at it! 
And there‘s no objectifi cation or fetishisation 
of the woman.“ –Carolee Schneemann
❑ 25 April, 15:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

VELKA NOC (THE GREAT NIGHT) 
u��Petr Hatle / CZ / 2013 / 73:00

As in his short fi lm “Advent” (EMAF 2011), Petr 
Hatle creates authentic portraits of night owls 
who descend upon the dark seedy depths 
of Prague’s night bars, clubs and red light 
district, accompanying them in their search 
of another, better(?) life. Ensconced between 
documentation and feature fi lm, he gets very 
close to his protagonists, and works with 
them as if he were working with actors and 
actresses, leaving them scope for self-enact-
ment. Scenically, he explores their private 
habitat and unusual community, tracing with 
his direct camera the rhythm of nocturnal 
straggling and somnambulism, the constant 
psychological and physical ups and downs 
of which only appear to be endurable with 
regular amphetamine highs and immersion in 
cheap alcohol. 
❑ 25 April, 18:00 h, Filmtheater Hasetor
❑ 27 April, 17:30 h, Lagerhalle

WELL, THAT WAS THAT!
Cristina�u��Claudia Sárkány / D / 19:35
Die Blase – das visuelle exposé�
u��Shoko Hara & Arvid Klapper / D / 3:41

Fortune Faded�u��Alexander Heringer / D / 3:11
Der Blinde Fisch�u��Denis D. Lüthi & Nuria Gomez 
Garrido / D / 20:00

( Null )�u�David Gesslbauer & Michael Lange / 
D / 4:27

Das Katzenjammertal�u��Ara Jo / D / 4:00

Life is actually very banal, isn’t it? At least, 
that’s how Cristina sees it. Her dream is to 
become a singer. The Amnion can also burst! 
Or is something bursting out of it? What is 
it actually all about? And what if Fortune 
Faded? When things aren’t hot, and life can 
be turned upside-down in the blink of an 
eye? Thank god there are still enough Blind 
Fish. So let’s just press reset and return to 
( Null ),dream a bit and wander through 
the Katzenjammertal. Perhaps we’ll come 
across a chicken or a pig along the way. 
❑ 25 April, 21:00 h, Zimmertheater
❑ 27 April, 15:30 h, Lagerhalle

 

WE, THE ENEMY
Point of Infl ux�u��Ian Rudgewick-Brown / GB / 10:00 
Aviary�u��Katherin McInnis / USA / 5:15 
kingdom come: rituals�u��Vika Kirchenbauer, Mar-
tin Sulzer / D / 6:41 

Crystal Computing (Google Inc., St. Ghislain)�u�
�Ivar Veermäe / D / 9:47 

GHL�u��Lotte Schreiber / A / 16:00 
Hotzanak, For Your Own Safety�u��Izibene Oñeder-
ra / E / 5:11 

The Right of Passage�u��Oliver Ressler, Zanny 
Begg / A / 19:00 

The themes covered in this fi lm programme 
range from the “Victorian internet”, when 
communication technology had not yet been 
devised and used as a surveillance tool, 
to the exclusion of non-EU citizens within 
Fortress Europe. Pigeons, which shortened 
distances as messengers and, equipped with 
cameras, performed their military service 
as reconnaissance “pilots” in the early 20th 
century, serve as a metaphor for the hybrid-
ity of telecommunications. But at the places 
where modern communication technology 
now gathers information and then blends and 
distributes it, we see steaming cooling towers 
and the safety-proven data factory of Google 
Inc., which has planted Europe’s largest data 
centre slap bang in the middle of the Belgian 
countryside. “The system is out of control” 
are the words emanating from the banker’s 
smartphone as he searches, zombie-like, for 
himself and the meaning of his senseless 
action in what was once modern architecture. 
Surveillance and control, where better do 
they function than in places from which we 
appear to be able to fl y or fl ee to other place.
❑ 24 April, 19:00 h, Lagerhalle

 

WE, THE ENEMY, TOO
Stop the Show�u��Max Hattler / GB / 1:00 
Global Civil War�u��Tasos Sagris / GR / 6:29 
Sans le Sens d’un Eff et Absolu (No Sense of Ab-
solute Eff ect)�u��Paul Wiersbinski / CDN / 20:06 

Un truc formidable (Something tremendous)�u�
�Isabelle McEwen / D / 11:11 

#THESELFIESONG�u��Marijke De Roover / B / 7:35 
Totalitarian Nature�u��Cristine Brache / CN / 3:38 
Hello World :)�u��Etienne Larragueta, Rafael 
Mathé / F / 21:30 

In order to achieve social and political objec-
tives, people form groups or parties. Protests 
against EU fi nancial sanctions in Greece or 
political grievances such as in Ukraine can – 
as now plain for all to see – be strategically re-
versed to realise national big power fantasies, 
Stop the Show a short fi lm about the current 
threat. We benefi t from so-called swarm 
intelligence, collective knowledge available 
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WHERE THE FRAME 
BREAKS THE EDGE 
THE ARTIST CAROLEE SCHNEEMANN


